
Forces Notes

1. Force Types

You will usually have to figure out for yourself what the forces acting on an object are. Just remember what
each force type is and when it is present: for example, if two objects touch, there is a normal force.

Force Symbol What is it? When it is there? Direction
is... Size is...

Gravity Anything on Earth is pulled downwards by Earth's
gravity.

Straight
down.

The object's
weight, which
doesn't change.

Normal
Solid objects don't like other solid objects to try to go
through them. Any time two objects are in contact,
they push against each other.

Perpendicular
to the
surface.

Enough to
balance force into
surface.

Tension Present whenever a rope or string exerts a force on
something.

Along the
string.

Any strength,
same at both ends
of rope.

Friction When two surfaces are pressed against one another,
friction resists them trying to slip.

Opposing the
force or
movement.

µFN (µ is
different for every
pair of surfaces)

Applied An "applied force" just means you're pushing
something.

Any
direction. Any strength.

2. Tips for drawing force diagrams

When drawing force diagrams, your goal is to have it be clear from your diagram how all the forces balance
out. So, having roughly the right size of force arrows is important. All force arrows should start from the
same point, preferably the center of the object. (Exception: if you have multiple forces in one direction you
should offset them a bit)

To draw components of an angled force, start from the sme point you start all your forces from, and draw a
dotted line horizontally, going as far over as the force arrow goes; then, do the same vertically. If your force
arrow were the diagonal of a rectangle, the two components would be two sides of that rectangle.

3. Things to know about friction

Friction is a force that acts parallel to two surfaces that are in contact and trying to slide past each other. Its
size is determined by the amount the surfaces are being pressed together, as given by FN, and the
slipperiness of the surfaces, a number called µ ("mu").

There are two types of friction: Static friction tries to keep a stationary object from starting to move, and
Kinetic friction pushes back against a moving object. Static friction can grow as needed and will always
oppose the other forces trying to move the object. However, it has a maximum size: Max FF = µsFN. Here, 
µs is the "coefficient of static friction." Kinetic friction is always equal to FF = µkFN.



4. Tips for balancing forces

When you are faced with a situation in which you need to balance the forces on an object:

Always draw a force diagram first.
Label each force on the diagram with its symbol.
Draw with dotted lines the components of every angled force, labeling them as "FT sin(50)," etc.
Write in the strength of each force you know, and find the strength of the components if you can.
Now comes the "balancing" part. If there is no net force in a direction, it means that the forces pulling
one way add up to balance out all the forces pulling the other way.
You can't use these "balancing" tricks in a direction if there is an unknown net force (an unblanced
force) in that direction.
If you know what exactly the net force in a direction is, you can "balance" by making the forces in
that direction add up to produce the net force.

5. Newton's Laws

1. Objects want to stay at rest or keep moving in a straight line at constant velocity. This is because they
have inertia. Inertia is resistance to change in motion. It is the reason that big things tend to move
slowly. An object's inertia is equal to its mass.

2. When there is a net force ("ΣF") on an object, the object accelerates. The more massive the object is,
the more force it takes to accelerate it. The equation for this is ΣF = ma. This also gives us a way to
ffind an object's weight from its mass: Fg = mg, where g = 10 m / s². This means that an object's
weight in N is ten times its mass in kg.

3. If an object "A" is exerting a force on another object "B", B exerts a force on A that is equal in size
and opposite in direction. This is true for any type of force.

6. Resolving angled forces into components

In order to balance a force diagram with an angled force, you need to "resolve" that force into components.
The horizontal component of the force is just the answer to the question "How much is this force pulling the
object horizontally?"

A force will have a bigger horizontal component if it is close to horizontal, a bigger vertical component if it
is close to vertical. If you know the angle θ that the force is away from vertical, and you know the strength F
of the force, you can find the size of the two components exactly:

Horizontal component: F sin(θ)
Vertical component: F sin(θ)

So, if a force is pulling with 50 N at an angle of 30° away from vertical, the horizontal component is 50
sin(30) = 25 N, and the vertical is 50 cos(30) = 43.3 N. This also can work backwards: If I tell you that the
vertical component of a force at 30° is 50, then we know that F sin(30) = 50. Typing "sin(30)" into are
calculator, we find that it is equal to .866. So, .866 F = 50. Dividing both sides by .866 gives F = 57.7 N. A
force at an angle of 30° needs a strength of 57.7 N in order to be exerting a vertical force of 50 N.


